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Abstract 
Holographic interferometry and speckle application are powerful techniques for defor-
mation, displacement and vibration analysis especially when they can be applied in real 
time. Bismuth Silicon Oxide crystals 8i,2 51 020 (850) were used for real-time deformatio~ 
displacement and vibration analysis using holog~aphy and ~speckle photography". Af ter a 
short introduction of holographic interferometry for deformation measurement using sso 
crystals. speckle applications for deformation, displacement and vibration analysis in 
real tLIDe will be discussed. 
1 . Introduction 
Some crystals have electrical and electro- optical properties which make them attractive 
for dynamic holography and speckle applications. One of the most promising is the Bismuth 
Silicon Oxide Bi'2 Si 0'0 IBSO). Crysta l properties and some applications were reported in 
the session 01 ae the m~~ting by Huignard l - 2 . 
For real time holography and holographic interferometry the Bse crystal is usual ly biased 
with a transverse electric fie l d E in the 110 crystallographic direction. Illuminating 
the crystal with structured informRtion in the 110 direction a space-charge field is built 
up. leading to a refractive index variation of the crystal via linear electro-optic effect. 
A phase volume hologram is created. 
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Fig. 1 ese crysta l used in a transverse electro- optic configuration 
Fig. 1 shows schematically the crystal i lluminated with two waves to create an interference 
pattern or a phase hologram in the crystal. Flooding with uniform illumination at a wave -
length where the crystal is sensitive leads to the erasure of the stored information by 
space-charge relaxation. Consequently, reading out with the recording wa ve l ength is destruc-
tive. 
In fig . 2 a diffraction efficiency curve is drawn schematically for the writing and 
reading c ycle. In fig. 3 the quality of a holographically reconstructed test bar target is 
shown. The image quality is limited by the resolution of the TV monitor . 
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Fig. 3 Example of a real time holographic 
reconstruction with a BSO cry~tal. 
2. Double exposure holography with BSO crysta l s 
A short description o f double exposure holography will be give n together with a s ketch 
of the experimental arrangement. Reading out with the recording wavelength leads to an 
erasure of the information stored i n the crystal . Therefore, for double exposure ho l ography 
the first exposure is T l fig. 2) , t he second after the abject deforma tion 1s Tl To12 . 
This leads to two phaseoholograms stored 1n the crysta l. Reconstructing the two holograms 
with the recording wavelength leads to an interference patte r n for the deformation and dis -
placement ana l ysis which can be stored on an image storage device . 
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Fig. 4 Experimental arrangement for double e xposure ho loqraphic interferometry In real time 
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Fig. 4 shows an experimental arrangement for holographic interferometry. T~e double 
exposed hologram is formed in the crystal. The reconstructing wave is the conJugate to the 
reference wavefront. The reconstructed image is separated from the object by the beam-
splitter. Fig. 5 shows a typical fringe pattern of a deformed plate when using double 
exposure technique. The plate was deformed after the first exposure by the application 
of a force . 
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Fig. 5. 
Example of interference fringes obtained 
in real time by double exposure holography 
of a deformed plate . 
). Speckle pattern recording in BSC crystals 
For engineering applications, different speckle techniques can be applied. The choice 
depends mostly on the sensitivity required. The application of speckle photography in quasi 
real time will be discussed. The speckles in the image plane of an optically rough s urface 
of an object are displaced together with the image at least for small movements. The 
roughness of the object is not resolved by the optical system. For deformation and displa-
cement measurements pairs of speckle patterns are recorded in the crystal with wavelength 
Al' The separation of the speck l e pairs should be greater than the speckle width. The two 
speckle patterns recorded in the crystal,before and after the object movement,are illumi-
nated with l ight of a wavelength A ~ with a crystal absorption for X2 to be much smaller 
than for the recording wavelength Al. The absorptIon coefficients of the crystals used 
were a • 2 cm- 1 for Al • 514 nm and a2 - 0 , 28 cm- for A: Z 6)) nm . For speckle pairs re-
corded in the image plane . Young's fringes with a spacing inversely proportional to the 
displacement are formed in the Fraunhofer plane. They can be analysed directly using tele-
vision techniques . In a simplified theory the appearance of Young's fringes will be des-
cribed briefly for displacement anal ysis by double exposure speckle pattern recording and 
display in real time . 
The double exposed speckle pattern in the image of the lens Ll in fig. 6 may be written 
by ........ -+- .... .... .... 
I«(,lI.(') "B«(') 0 {05«(') + 6 «(' - lI. ( ') (l) 
• • • 
where B{('} describes the sp!:ckle pattern and 0 means convolution. 6(' .. Mo6i;. is the dis-
placement in the image and lI.( in the object with M as lateral magnification . 
The refractive index 6n
s 
at saturation is given by 
In' r E )' 6n z 1 sc (2) 
s \ 2 
n • 
r • 
Esc .. 
refractive index of the BSO (n • 2.5 for A, .. 6)) nm) 
effect1ve electro-optic coefficient 
space-charge field amplitude derived from Poisson's equation 1 
The refractive index modulation due to the spatially structured il l umination can be written 
• • 1«(',lI.( ' ) 
<I{(,) ) 
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(3) 
for a crystal of a small thickness Id ~ 1 mm), lm.d;:::;~d40. 
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Experimental arrangement for recording speckle pattern in the 
lmage-plane and displaying Young's fringes in real time. 
We can therefore write the amplitude immediately in front of the crystal illuminated with 
a plane wave A~ of wavelength 
- -A'I(',6E;' ) R:C A' {1 
o 
+ i 211 
" 
--6n-d} 
We are now interested in the intensity in the Fourier-transform plane 
12. • ® •• I' + ~ d.6ns <1(('» r +cos 2';<; ·.1 .~l ~2 f~ '1 ,4! 
-The object displacement 6E; is given by the fringe spacing in the Fourier - transform plane 
\6(0 / : ~ll~ll (5 ) 
c .,.J 
C and C, are constants taking into account the absorption,the reflection lO$at the crystal 
interfaces for ~l and A 2, ~ G1 ",·is the autocor relation of the pupil of the image forming 
lens L, in fig. 6. 
x~ fringe spacing 
f; focal length of the lens forming the Fourier- transform or the separation between 
crystal and Fr aunhofer- plan when the crystal is illuminated with a spherical wave . 
A similar analysis applies for tilt analysis where the speck l e pairs are no longer 
recorded in the image plane but in the Fourier- transform plane of the lens L, in fig. 6. 
Speckle photography for tilt analysis is described by Gregory5 and Tiziani6 • From the 
fringe spacing the angular tilt y can be found 
y f: ,\ 2 fi (l+cosS) !x~1 ,6) 
fi z focal lens of the len s L, 
f2 ~ foca l l ens of the lens L2 as in equation (5) 
a angle of incidence of the plane wave illuminating the object. 
Furthermore, the speckle pattern of an oscillating Object can also be recorded in the time 
average i.e. the BSO is illuminated during a number of oscillating cycles. 
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4 , Ex perimental results wit h 1350 crystal used for :;;pccklC' pattern recording 
A typical arrangement. for deformat.ion-, displacement and \'iurll tl on ;lnalysls In real time 
is shown in fig , 6. The optically rough surface is 1l1ut::lnal<!d .... It:t an ,'\rgon l.:tser 
( \1 '" 514 nm) . The lens L\ forms the lr.lage of t:tc objC'C't Into the> crystal for in - plane 
analysis. The power needec to .... rite the speckle pattel'n In till:' crystal ',,'as 20 u!~ c~-2 and 
the cycling time .,,; l sec. For spC!ckle application , the cI'ystal thickness · .... as chose:"! to be 
sma l ler than for holography to reduce the I3ra'lg vol\lmC' effect . For rCuclng OUt the infor-
ma tion and displaying the Young ' s fringes In the fraunhofcr-plane, a 1 m:': !!c~lc-laser was 
used . In the F'raunhofer - plane a stop is inserted to elir:l inate the undi ffra ctcd light. 
Fur t hermore, an analyzer and polarizer was f o und to be ve ry useful to ell:nlnate un .... ·anted 
light . The Young ' s fringes are formed on a T\'-screen. The frinqes can be .lnal ysed directly 
using TV techniques as indicated in fig. 8. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained from a double 
exposed speckle pattern with a displacement of 80 Ur.1 between the l .... ·O exposure:> . 
Fig. 7. Young' s 
pallorn 
fr i nges Obf a I n~d by r"cord I ng ! h,' dQubl,' I'lCf)(,<::ur.' 
in the imag(! pliln<, ",u_h a dlspl ae<'mcn t of no urn. 
Pig. 8 shows tilt f r inges of an work piece illur:1inated in reflection ,< .. ith a plane wave . 
Fig . 8 . Young ' S 
t.llts of 
f ringes obtained 
a) 2S sec of a ee 
bl SO sec of ace 
by the double exposu re speckl~ patteen in th~ Fourier-transform planp wifh 
between the two exposures and a horizontal axi~ of tilt 
between the exposures and tilt axis at 23 degree to t he horizontal axi ~ . 
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The double exposure spe ckle pa t t e r n was reco r ded in t he Fourier transform-plan~ of.lens Ll 
in fig. 6. Ti lt s o f 2 5 s e c of arc and 50 we re int roduced between the exposurES 1n dl.fferen 
azi mut hs . In f ig . 9 r esult s o f an osc i llat i ng obj ect recorded in the time average are 
d isplaye d. 
fig . 9 . fri nges obtained by r e cor ding time averaged speck le patterns '0 • ",0 crystal 
.) a mplitude of osc i llation , . 
" 
,m '0 hor izonta l direction 
b) ampl i t ude o f osc il l a tion , . IS
"'" 
'0 ve r tica l di rection wi th 
'" 
addi t i onal 
l a teral d isp lac e men t '0 <he horiz o ntal di rect i on of I S \!Ill. 
The speckle pattern stored during roughly 1 sec ~the object osclllatlng at 1 kHz was re-
corded in a SSO crystal of 1 mm thlckness. In the Fraunhofer-plane fr i nges can be observed 
following no longe r the slnusoldal but lntenSlty repartltlon of J 2, the Besselfunction J 
of orde r zero; in fig. 9a the amplitude of oscillation was 15 ~m ~n a horizontal direct i 8n 
and in fig. 9b it was again 15 ~m but in a vertica l direction and a displacement of 15 ~m 
was introduced horizontally. In fig. 9b the two fringe systems in the vertical and horizon ' 
tal direc tion are different . In fig. 9a the zero order fringe is divided in two sub fringes 
because of the halo as seen in fig. 7. 
Conclusions 
"Speckle photography " can now be applied in quaSl real tlme for displacement , tllt and 
vibration analysis. The BSO storage "aterlal proved to be very promislng with unlimited 
recycling. By displaying the speckle patterns with a wavelength different to the recording 
one , no storage device is required and TV techniques can be used directly for the fringe 
analysis. 
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